2010 Leo horoscope - Simha horoscope
Moon is in Gemini in your 11th house
This is a period of financial stability for you. During this period you can work over your hopes and
ambitions and give them a better shape. This is a favorable time for love and romance. You will develop
new friendship which will be very rewarding and helpful. You will enjoy respect and honor from learned
people and will be quite popular with the opposite sex. Long distance travel is also indicated.
Mars is in Cancer in your 12th house
You should avoid complacency and easy-going attitudes, tone down the flashier side of your nature, and
get back to old-fashioned hard-work in an attempt to succeed in life. Financially it will be a difficult period.
You may have to confront theft, scandals and disputes during this period. You will find increased workloads and heightened levels of responsibility at work. This is considered somewhat a bad period for
health. You can face ear and eye troubles. Your life-partner can also have health issues. Your peace of
mind will remain disturbed.
Mercury is in Sagittarius in your 5th house
The people around you will realize your true worth and this will be gladdening to you and will be a strong
motivating factor for you to keep giving your best consistently. This is the best period for you to travel.
Just let go and enjoy the happiness that comes your way. At last you can relax and enjoy the success
and the results of the hard work you had been doing for a long time. This period will also bring you in the
midst of famous people. Your desire of getting a kid will be fulfilled. Your creativity will be appreciated by
others.
Jupiter is in Aquarius in your 7th house
Your deep awareness of keeping track of your health and taking better care of yourself and your own
needs will help you harness some of your active energy, possibly participating in physical sports as a
good outlet. The great energy you radiate will definitely attract lots of supportive people in your life. Your
life-partner will contribute to your happiness and success. You may be called upon you to give more time
and energy in a leadership position at work. You will be highly respected and will become more famous.
Venus is in Sagittarius in your 5th house
Somehow, time and fortune will throw the spotlight at you, and your activities. It is high time that you are
given credit for your efforts and other recognize you and look up to you. You will be able to carry out your
responsibilities and maintain the same closeness with your parents, sibling and relatives. You might
receive a very good piece of news through communication.Keep up the tempo and believe in your
abilities, the year will see you off in a completely new position. A long distance travel will be rewarding.
During this period you will live an aristocratic life.
Saturn is in Virgo in your 2th house
The period will not be awfully beneficial to you. You might face problems related to money matters.
Tuning with your own people and your relatives may get disturbed. Give proper attention to our day to day
pursuits. This is not a perfect time for taking any risk regarding business matters as the chances of loss
are very high during this period. Health ailment of your parents can disturb your peace of mind. You will
not be able to fulfill your family’s expectations.

Rahu is in Sagittarius in your 5th house
This is not a good period for you. Your opponents will try to damage your reputation. You may have to be
involved in unprofitable deeds. Sudden financial loss is on the cards. Take care of your health and food
poisoning could be the cause of stomach ailments. A tendency of taking risks should be curbed as it is
not a very harmonious period for you. Dispute on small issues with relatives and friends is on cards. Don't
take major decisions otherwise you will be in trouble. Beside this, you might have to get indulge in
thankless job.
Ketu is in Gemini in your 11th house
You will get full co-operation from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. You can
make great progress professionally. . Increased corporation from the family is seen. Help from people
who live in faraway places or foreign associates. It could be an excellent period promising much success
provided you are willing to work on it. New opportunities will come your way without your seeking them
consciously. You will get much respect and honor in social circle. You will construct a new house and
enjoy all sort of pleasures.
Leo Love & Sex Forecast 2010:
While it’s true that Leo is the most romantic and sexually playful sign of the zodiac, as 2010 begins it will
feel as if you’ve lost your mojo. That’s because Mars, the planet of sex and energy, will be retrograde in
your sign. Mars won’t turn direct until March 10th 2010 so don’t count on the early months of 2010 to
bring you unforgettable sex. Although you love to hear your partner panting “That was the best sex of my
life” over and over with you, you’ll have to wait until after March 2010 to hear this. Then, as usual, you’ll
deliver.
Leo in a Relationship Forecast 2010:
This will be a fantastic year to spice things up if you’re in a relationship, Leo. Uranus, the ruler of your
seventh house of partnership, will dip into Aries and your solar 9th house of long distance travel from May
27th 2010 until August 13th 2010. This is a time when you’ll feel like “getting away from it all” will be the
perfect remedy for any boredom the Leo has between the sheets.
Jupiter, the planet of luck, will be in your 8th house of intimacy for most of 2010 and that means you have
the ability to explore sex with your partner in ways that take you out of your comfort zone. It’s all good
Leo!
Single & Dating Leo Forecast 2010:
In 2010 you may find that you enjoy some of the most gratifying sexual experiences of your life – you just
have to wait until after March 10th 2010 for this to happen. Jupiter, the planet that rules your fifth house of
love and sex, will be in your 8th house of deep, intense sexuality for most of the year with the exception of
June 6th 2010 – September 9th 2010. This helps you transcend boundaries and surrender to your partner
in a new and exciting way.

